Instructions For Use: Wilson Frame

(Kit may not contain all products listed below)

1. Raise the torso pads

2. Place drape cover under the torso pads. Make sure drape is flat and even on both sides of the table. Use the adhesive tabs to secure the drape to the frame.

3. Slide torso pad sleeve covers over each pad, covering the entire pad. Then return torso pads to their normal position. Have DermaProx layer facing upward for direct skin contact.

4. Slide traverse bar cover over transverse bar. Observe the slit opening in the cover and place it over the bar.

5. Place each arm cradle on corresponding arm board (left and right) making sure cut outs are facing inward for support of the arm.

6. Center head rest on head support board and make sure head rest oval eye opening is oriented correct at the top of the table with DermaProx layer facing upward.
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